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Is Abortion Good Medicine? 
JosEPH P. LAVELLE, l\1.D. 

The regimen I adopt shall be for the 
benefit of my patients according to my 
ability and judgment, · and not for their 
hurt or for any wrong. 

I will give no deadly drug to any, 
though it be asked of me, nor will I 
counsel such, and especially I will not 
aid a woman to procure abortion. 

The above paragraph was taken 
from the Hippocratic Oath ~vhich 
physicians now practicing medicine 
observe. Throughout the centuries 
this oath has been challenged but 
has stood undaunted to the present 
day. Is the oath wrong? Are these 
principles different today from 
what they were yesterday? \Viii they 
be different tomorrow? P resen tl y, 
therapeutic abortion may only take 
place when it is adjudged medically 
necessary to save the mother's life. 
The proposed change ·in these laws 
\\ ould permit abortions to be per
formed in licensed hospitals when 
two or more physicians agree that 
( I) the pregnancy would gravely 
impair the physical or mental health 
of the mother, ( 2) the child would 
likely be born with grave physical 
or mental defects and ( 3) the preg
nancy resulted from rape or incest. 
The proponents of the bill falsely 
mislead the public to believe that 
the indications for therapeutic abor
tion are based on medical facts. This 
is far from the truth as this article 
will fully show. 

\Vhen the permission to procure 
an abortion or to destroy fetal life 
is stated or implied in an American 
statute , it is invariably based upon 
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In I9 3I the l\1arga P Hague 
Maternity Hospital opem.' in Jer
sey City as one of Amer i 's great 
hospitals. Dr. S. A. Cosgr( . :·, head 
of obstetrics at Columbia l' versity, 
was medical director from l : open
ing until a few years ago l ie had 
one therapeutic abortion a1 ' ong the 
.first 4,000 deliveries. \ Vh •. n he re
ported this , other hospitaL ·' ere do
ina from one in 600 to On l in I 00. 
Hi~ report jolted the m ed · ·al pro
fession into serious inqu i r ~ and re
sulted in abandonment l 'r many 
of the indications accepted up to 
that time. Greenhill in h i-. I951 
revision of DeLee, reduces the ori CJ
inal DeLee list. "Therapeu tic abor
tion is rarc1 v indicated and medical 
therapy has -improved so m\1ch th at 
few affections justify its perform
ance." (Greenhill, I951. ) 

Meanwhile the Haaue I cmorial 
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100,000 babies, with only eight 
therapeutic abortions, and had 
abandoned the use of the1~apeutic 
abortion entirely in 19 3 9. Its in
fluence 'vas being felt. In 1951 Dr. 
R. J. Heffernan, of Tufts, })ad de
clared to the Congress of the Amer
ican College of Surgeons, "anyone 
who performs a therapeutic abortion 
is either ignorant of modern med
ical methods . of treating the compli
cations of pregnancy or is unwilling 
to take the time to use them." And, 
Dr. Heffernan has reiterated this 
view with renewed emphasis. 

Margaret Hague Hospital had 
two therapeutic abortions for rheu
matic heart disease, both in·· 1 9 3 5 . 
Of these, one mother died four 
davs later. Since that time the 
hoSpital had over 500 cardiacs with 
no therapeutic abortions and a 
maternal loss of two; that is .4% as 
compared with 2. 6% loss among 
all women, puberty to menopause; 
this expanded through the years of 
1939 to 19 52. A 1 0-year followup 
on all rheumatic cardiacs entering 
this hospital from 1 9 3 7 to 1 94 2 
totaled 260, showed 188 still alive, 
those with most pregnancies having 
the longest life. 

A re-evaluation as to all of these 
complications of pregnancy is at 
first view encouraging. Yet, as the 
incidence of recoonized medical b 

therapeutic abortion is reduced, the 
effect of medical treatment substi
tuted, we find new indications of a 

holly different sort being urged. 
Psychiatric indications had long 
been suggested "ithout getting 
llluch attention. In recent years 
they have been widely invoked, but 
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by obstetricians, rather than by 
psychiatrists. The judgment of the 
latter has been against induced 
abortion for psychotics · and person
alities which might easily become 
psychotic. 

"At the present time, there is no 
indication for performing thera
peutic abortion in psychotherapy 
per se-there exist very few, if 
any psychiatrists who feel that ther
apeutic abortion is indicated in any 
of the psychoneurotic reaction 
types." (Ebaugh and Heuser, 
194 7. ) 

"By and large, obstetricians have 
performed therapeutic abortion on 
psychiatric indications begrudgingly. 
They have been inclined to regard 
indications which their psychiatric 
colleagues bring to them as too eso
teric and intangible to be convinc
ing; and the thought has not in
frequently crossed their minds that 
a clever, scheming woman is simply 
trying to hoodwink both psychia
trist and obstetrician. The present 
volume goes · far toward correcting 
these misapprehensions on the part 
of the obstetricians. Indeed, from 
the statements and case histories 
which psychiatrists present in this 
voh~me, it is clear that their opin
ion is veering rapidly toward greater 
conservatism. The guilt complex 
which sometimes follows artifically 
produced abortion receives special 
emphasis. Author after author uses 
such phrases as 'the sense of guilt 
or inadequacy which appears direct
ly· related to an abortion,' 'psychic 
"hangovers" from abortion,' 'trau
matic experience of an abortion,' 
'the effect of the termination on the 
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integrity of a " ·oman's personality 
structure,' 'emotional trauma which 
the woman will subseq.uently ex
perience,' · to say nothing of the 
stress laid on 'exceedingly depressed 
hysterectomized p;1tients' and sui
cidal tendencies in vasectomized 
men. 

"The feeling is apparently grow
ing among the leaders in psychiatry 
that therapeautic abortion on psy
chiatric grounds is often a double
edged sword and frequently carries 
with it a degree of emotional trauma 
far exceeding that which would 
have been sustained by continuation 
of the pregnancy." (Eastman, 
1954.) Eastman, one of the top 
recognized authorities in the world 
in obstetrics, is Prof. Emeritus in 
Gynecology at Johns Hopkins l. ni
versity School of l\Jeclicine. 

"The fact that no abortions hcn·e 
been clone for neurof>sychiatric rca
sons during the last two years at 
the Oniversity of Virginia Hospital 
means that a change of attitude has 
been successful in helping many 
people solve their problems in Ji,·_ 
ing, problems \Yhich seem to be 
without solution at the time the 
case " ·as presented. Neuropsychi
atric disease is not necessarily an 
inc! ication for abortion, since per
sons with serious reactions can be 
treated while preonant by shock 
therapies as \rell as by psychother
apy. Headjustmcnt of family atti
tudes frequcntl) allays immediate 
panic and just as frequentlv makes 
the hated pregnancy become a cause 
for " ·orking out the clements be
hind the family disunity. " ( \\'ilson , 
1954. ) 
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"In the literature this gr{; 
stitu tcs the least logical a 
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that, except for the ne~ 
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lcdical 
men have devised better t ;tment 
of severe disease associat with 
pregnancy and have been ble to 
markedly reduce the th < peutic 
abortion rate throughout L coun
try pnly to find that this lc justi
fiable of all jnclications, p · 11iatric 
reasons, had been allmYcd o run 
rampant. Throughout the )tmtry 
most authors (citing) rep01 an in
creased rate of thcrapeut abor
tions for psychiatric reason s. ~ I an ic 
dcprcssi\'e psychosis and ... chizo
phrenic: "The problem h er is one 
of institutional care and <. rtainly 
therapeutic abortion will n ( t sohc 
it. '' ( Scherman , 1958. ) 

HO\Yc\·er, neurotics \\TtT 1uickly 
substituted for psychotics ; md in 
one writina after another \\ bcain 
to find sug~estions that the ' n cdi~al 
man should rerogni1.e u n :Hxlical 
inclicatioi1s-economic, soc: •l, the 
\\"ish of the patient-to <.k l,,rminc 
his course as a medical 111 <1!1 . 

It becomes hard for a ]a, man to 
<woid feeling that there is . ,Ill cle
ment in the profession th a• \rant · 
induced abortion and is d ctL rmincd 
to find some justification fN it. It 
is equally hard to avoid a feeling 
that the ·real pressure for liberalized 
abortion comes, not from medical 
men concerned \rith medical needs 
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but from involuntary parents of 
unwanted children. 

"A survey shows that the attitude 
and experien.ce on therapeutic abor
tion is the same in Germany as in 
Russia. Social indications are not 
acceptable, but may give some sup~ 
port to a medical indication. It is 
necessary to guard against doc
tors making i)retense of the presence 
of basic disease merely as a cover 
for action on social· indication." 
(Kratz, 1958. ) 

"If one completely eliminates all 
socioeconomic reasons, then one 
automatically . eliminates therapeutic 
abortion for all fetal reasons, and 
also eliminates therapeutic abortion 
for any reason, for the most part. 
The efforts of many workers have 
shown that with adequate hospital
ization and treatment, similar cases 
to those which in the past ha' e been 
aborted, can be carried to normal 
termination with . little or no in
crease over their aborted counter
part in maternal morbidity or mor
tality. " ( Schen;nan, 19 58.) 

"Since therapeautic abortion en
tails destroying the fetus, it is a 
grave undertaking and must never 
he considered unless there is im
minent danger of death of the 
mother as the result of pregnancy, 
or of great bodilv or mental harm. 
Therapeutic abo;tion should ne\'er 
he performed without the written 
approval of two cousultants . Neither 
the law nor medical ethics . permits 
the procedure for sociologic reasons, 
SUch as illegitimacy, poverty, or 
rape. 

1\e operation of therapeutic abortion, 
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,\·hether done vaginallr or by abdominal 
hysterectomy, is not without intrinsic 
danger. Therefore, in considering the 
justification for therapeutic abortion in 
a given case, it is not enough to reason 
that pregnancy will be harmful, but it 
must be indisputably clear that the risks 
involved in the continuation of preg
nancy arc greater than the hazards of 
the operative procedure. Since the pa
tient is ordinarily a sick woman, with · 
perhaps advanced cardiac or hyperten
sive disease, these operative hazards may 
be substantial. Indeed, even in normal, 
healthy women, the mortality and mor
bidity rates of · the operation are con
siderable. 

This statement is documented by data 
from countries in which therapeutic 
abortion is frequently induced for eu
genic or humanitarian reasons and hence 
performed for the most part on women 
who are physically and mentally normal. 
In 23,666 therapeutic abortions per
formed in Denmark, the mortality rate 
was 0. 7 per l ,000 operations, while 
serious but non-fatal sequelae ensued 
in 3.2 per cent (Berthelsen and Oster
gaard). These sequelae included 82 
cases of perforation of the uterus and 
122 cases of salpingitis, peritonitis, and 
septicemia. In addition, 113 cases of 
non-fatal but serious complications fol
lowed 5,320 abdominal hysterectomies, 
or 2.1 pc1· cent. According to the emin
ent Japanese demographer, Yoshio Koya, 
not less than 4 7 per cent of women in 
Japan experienced postabortal complica
tions following induced interruption of 
pregnancy in his country. (Eastman, 
1966.) 

Of the more debatable indications for 
therapeutic abortion, the two most fre
quently encountered are psychiatric dis
case and potential abnormalities of the 
fetus. Among 4,67 5 thereapeutic abor
tions performed in New York City be
tween 19 51 and 1962, inclusive, the 
major indication for the operation was 
some type of mental disorder (Gold and 
co-workers). Nevertheless, the belief is 
growing that interruption of pregnancy 
on psychiatric grounds is often a double
edged sword which may aggravate rather 
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than arneliorate psychotic tendencies. 
Thus, in the opinion of b~th Pearc-e 
and Martin, when the operation is car
ried out on mentally unstable women, 
it leaves 2 5 to 59 per cent of them with 
remorse and feelings of guilt. Even when 
it is performed for non-P.sychiatric in
dications. Gebhard and associates found 
evidence of prolonged psychiatric trauma 
in 9 per cent of a sample of American 
women in whom abortion had been in
duced therapeutically or criminally. The 
English psychiatrist Sim goes so far as 
to state: 'There are no psychiatric 
grounds for termination of pregnancy'. 
Potential abnormality of the fetus as 
an indication . for therapeutic abortion 
comes up most frequently in connection 
with maternal rubella. Here, likewise, 
there is great diversity of opii:tion; some 
obstetricians and opthalmologists believe 
that the operation should never be per
formed on this indication while others 
believe that it is justified in certain care
full y selected cases." (Eastman, 1966.) 

"Since therapeutic abortion to 
save th~ life of the woman is rarely 
necessary, it follows that the great 
majority of such operations being 
performed in this country go be
yond 'the letter of the law." (East
man , 1966. ) 

"As the result of a sharp and 
continuing decline in traditional 
medical indications (heart disease, 
hypertension , pulmonary tuberculo
sis, hyperemesis, and so forth), the 
number of operations performed on 
these grounds has fallen dramatical
ly over the past two decades with 
the result that a justifiable interrup
tion of pregnancy on physical indi
cations is becoming rare. " (East
man, 1966. ) 

"At a planned parenthood sem
inar on abortion, New York, 1958, 
Dr. Kinsey insisted that the greatest 
number of induced abortions were 
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found among those using 
ceptives who grew careless 
derone, 1958.) 

Therapeutic abortion act-. 
fetus only to destroy it; t ' 
hardly be called therapeut i 
the infant. Abortion can · 
considered therapeutic as 
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mother if in a substantial per ·ntage 
of cases, it notably incre;; :> her 
length of life or restores her .I good 
health. There are no adeqL: e fig
ures to show this result. 

"Until as recently as t . past 
decade, therapeutic abortio•, .vas a 
relatively common proced u , well 
accepted by the majority Oi physi
cians as properly indicated ;r the 
preservation of the mother':. ife or 
immediate health in certain >mpli
cated pregnancies ... Dur· tg the 
past 10 years, however, thet , have 
been growing appreciations lf the 
fact that many indications J, ... ther
apeutic abortions are no Ion . -r ten
able in the light of contin u 1g ad
vances in medical and ~- ·1 rgical 
knowledge. This realizatic i has 
stimulated many institutio; " and 
organizations to study th ; _ pro
cedure carefully and to re-c aluate 
their methods of managing he as
sociated problems. " ( Russel, · 53.) 

"Therapeutic abortion is a .~ ravely 
abused operation and the int •dencc 
of the procedure the coun t•·v over 
is much higher than it shou 1d be." 
( \Villiams, ed. Eastman, 19 ~ 6 .) 

"As Eastman has pointed ut in 
the fore\\ord to a book by Hasen, 
this change also has come about 
from a realization that pregnancy 
if properly managed , seldom aggra-
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vates organic disease." (Nelson and 
Hunter, 19 57.) 

"The statistics presented show 
evidence of a very important trend 
in regard to therapeutic a·bortion. 
All major organic illnesses have 
shown a considerable disease infre
quency as indications. It shows that, 
even in the face of the serious 
complicating diseases, · 'vith com
petent care, diseases and pregnancy 
are compatible in most instances." 
(Scherman, 19 58.) 

"Treatment of the conditions 
which are aggravated by pregnancy 
has been so improved that they are 
now managed satisfactorily without 
interfering with the gestation. Ther
apeutic abortion accordingly is rare
ly justifiable." (Beck and Rosenthal, 
1958.) 

I therefore submit, as I have 
shown, that therapeutic abortion 
based on medical indications in the 
very best of hands under the very 
broadest liberalization medically is 
almost non-existent at the present 
time and that there is no increased 
~emand by medical men for greater 
license for abortion on purely med
ical grounds, but that the real pres
sure for the liberty to have these 
abortions is for the convenience of 
the mother. Purely medical reasons 
have been almost completely aban
doned with the shifting to the pro
tection of mental health on which 
psychiatrists are not agreed, but to 
Which most are opposed. The fur
ther shift to neurotic indications has 
become a medical man's judgment 
of the economic and social or purely 
selfish factors which he believed to 
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he responsible for the patient's 
condition. 

Regarding eugenic causes for 
therapeutic abortion, there exist 
two major conditions, ( 1) the Rh 
factor and (2) rubella commonly 
known as German .measles. This has 
been the subject of discussion for 
approximately the last 20 years, and 
within the next few years both will 
cease to be a medical problem at 
all. 

Discussing the Rh factor, "ery
throblastosis fetalis is usually not 
looked upon as an indication for 
therapeutic abortion. In serious in
stances of this disease the child is 
either stillborn, dies in the first 
few hours of life, or survives. 'Vhen 
it survives, a good prognosis can 
be given for normalcy if, when in
dicated, copious exchange transfu
sion is promptly carried out." (Gutt
macher, 1954.) 

l\1ore advances are taking place 
regarding th~ Rh problem in which 
we arc now able to do intrauterine 
transfusions of the infant. The in
fant~ on becoming anemic through 
hemolysis of the red blood cells, can 
be transfused in earlier stages of 
pregnancy, thus preventing intra
uterine death. Ammocentesis, or 
testing of the bag of waters fluid, 
gives a very accurate report on the 
baby's status during Rh pregnan
cies and thus more infants can be 
saved. l\1ore important, "e are on 
the verge of completely solving the 
entire problem. 

Regarding German measles, five 
years after their first report, Krug
man and 'Vard had determined that 
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the work done on this problem since 
1 9 53, required further c·onsidera
tion. They published the result of 
the re-evaluation showing only . 9 % 
contraction of rubella among 541 
immunized pregnant women ex
posed to it, as against 11.2 % for 
a control group of non-immunized 
pregnant and non-pregnant. Then 
as to the child: "The risk of con
genital malformation resulting from 
a first trimester pregnancy compli
cated by rubella can best be de
termined by perspective studies. The 
early estimates of 90 % or more 
were derived from retrospective 
studies which originated with the 
damaged · infant; the normal in
fants , therefore, did not come to 
the attention of the observers. In 
recent years a number of surveys 
of the perspective type have been 
reported . . . these studies have 
originated with the rubella infec
tion in the pregnant women , and 
ended with the newborn infant
normal or abnormal. The accumu
lated data at the present time in
dicates that maternal rubella in
fection in the first trimester may 
be followed by congenital malfor
mations in 10 % to 12 % of these 
cases." ( Krugman and "ard , 
1958. ) 

More recent studies indicate dur
ing the first four weeks of actual 
pregnancy, if a " ·oman has rubella 
she has approximately a 4 5 % 
chance of havin a sante form of 
congenital anomaly in the offspring. 
In the second four weeks of actual 
pregnancy, exposure and acquiring 
rubella gives fetal congenital an
omaly rate of approximately 2 0 % 
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to 25%; and finally, d t' 
third four weeks of pregr. 
possibility is 5 % . Keep " 
however, that these pet 
entail all forms of anom al' 
moot to gross. Therefore. 
ample, if rubella is contra< 
ing the first four weeks 
ndncy, of the 4 5 % chanet. 
genital anomaly, how J ; 

those anomalies wi~ be m : 
how many will be major? ;\ 
with the Rh factor, we an 
verge of solving this pre 
rubella during pregnancy. 

Finally, the third s · 
change in the abortion b 
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pregnancy resultant from ·pc or 
incest is a cause for the . ncutic 
abortion: I fail to see the 1 ~d for 
solving this problem with , knife. 
There is no medical, moral , , thical, 
or other objection to a el i I ltation 
and curettage following c )osurc 
to this rape being done wit . in ap
proximately the first five tt seven 
days following the rape or ' nccst. 
·However, if a girl is expt cd to 
rape, and within a period o up to 
eight days she reports this ·o her 
physician ; then she can be · 1u t on 
pilJs for five days , and tb" will 
prevent prcgnanq from re· .tlting. 
\\ hy therapeutic abortion : n· in
cest or rape? \Vhy not ch L1tation 
and curettage, if the knife 'Je de
sired, done "ithin a short period 
of time following this and ,)r, in 
the 196 7 fashion, why not •Jbta in 
the usc of pills to insure tha ~ preg
nancy will not ensue? 

Incest or rape arc not medical 
indications for abortion. They 
might be sociological, they might 
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be economical, they m,ight be 
moral, but certainly' they arc not 
medical. 

In conclusion, I would. like to 
point to a few salient features. It 
is recommended that therapeutic 
abortion should provide for proper 
medical control through established 
hospital staffs, or competent med
ical committees. First, can licensed 
hospitals· be of any size-large ur
ban to small community? Secondly, 
two physicians? Perhaps a derma
tologist and an opthalmologist? Per
haps a bone doctor and a radiolo
gist? Or, perhaps an ear, nose and 
throat specialist and neurosurgeon? 
Does this make· sense? If therapeu
tic abortion is to be permitted, then 
these cases should be reviewed be
fore full therapeutic abortion 
boards that would consist of at 
least two obstetricians, a pediatri
cian, two psychiatrists and an in
ternist. The men who sit on these 
therapeutic abortion boards should 
be spt•cialists in their fields, should 
sit for a sufficient length of time 
to hear more than on·e or two cases 
and should become expert in the 
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field in which they arc deciding 
judgment. There should be a lim
ited' number of these boards for 
many reasons, one including the 
·experience acquired from hearing 
vastnumbersof appeals. 'Vhatwould 
happen to our small towns with, 
let's say, two, three or four general 
practitioners practicing, ahd one · 
doctor consults the other on thera
peutic abortion. 'Vould he usually 
disagree with his cohort in this 
small town? Therefore, if thera
peutic abortion is to be continued 
on a recognized medical basis, even 
in spite of the medical testimony 
against it, it should ( 1) be con
fined to no-fee clinics, ( 2 ) . should 
appear before a specialized board, 
as previously mentioned, ( 3 ) a 
follow-up record on each patient 
should be required, and ( -J. ) thera
peutic abortion should be denied 
to anyone who asks on a social or 
other non-medical ground or allied 
non-medical entities. 

[Dr. Lavelle, a graduate of Creighton 
University Medical School , Omaha, is 
in the private practice of obstetrics and 
gynecology. He is a member of the San 
Francisco Guild.] 
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